Vetasi are pleased to be supporting the next Maximo User Group meeting taking place on 29th
September at Coin Street Neighbourhood Centre. Frank Baker, Vetasi's Operations Director is copresenting with South East Water (SEW) and we would like to invite you to join us.
Vetasi are currently actively involved in two major UK based Maximo Spatial Implementations:
· South Staffs Water - Vetasi are implementing Maximo for Utilities (including Spatial) at SSW. The
project is currently in the final stages of UAT with a planned launch date of November 1st 2011.
· South East Water - Vetasi upgraded SEW from v4 of Maximo to Maximo Spatial v7 during the course
of 2010. We are now assisting SEW in the final stage of this project to implement the full spatial
integration with their ESRI based GIS. This project will go live early 2012
The theme of the presentation will be:
How South East Water used Maximo Spatial and ESRI functionality to implement a Customer Metering
Program
The Objective was to implement an IT solution to manage a £50 million Capital project installing
400,000+ meters in 9 years while ensuring Asset and Billing data is accurately and effectively managed.
The Challenge is to minimise the cost per meter installation while ensuring consistency of approach,
excellent customer service and ultimately correct billing. The requirements of all stakeholders; the
Customer; The Highways Agency; The Regulator and the Contractor must be combined together with
the complex internal requirements of the Business to ensure a consistent approach.

About the Maximo User Group:
The Maximo User group offers an almost unique
opportunity to meet up with other members of the
Maximo User Community. It gives you the chance
to discuss in an informal environment the
challenges and benefits that other Maximo users
are experiencing. There are usually a range of
informative speakers - primarily from the user
community - who will present an overview of their
experiences with Maximo. There are also updates
from the industry in terms of new features and
releases coming along the way.
Hopefully we will have the opportunity to join you
there and look forward to seeing you on the day.

